
The Bullard Classic Series hard hats and
caps continue to set the standard for
industrial head protection.

Comfort
Featuring wider brims than most hard hats, Classic
caps and hats offer increased protection from rain,
snow, dust, and harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays. The
six-point suspension, standard in all Classic Series
products, has 1" (2.54 cm) wide nylon straps,
offering increased balance and comfort. The full-
profile shell also enhances ventilation. 

Select either the ES-Ultra self-sizing suspension or
the ESRTSL Sure-Lock® non-slip ratchet suspension.
Both suspensions feature an exclusive Sportek™

terry cloth-like removable, brow pad for superior
absorbency and comfort. Vertical adjustment hanger
keys on the front and rear positions of the
headband form the basis for a truly customized fit.

Versatility
With three distinctive models from which to
choose, each Classic Series hard cap and hat style
offers unique benefits to the wearer.

2-Year Warranty
Demanding quality standards and leading edge
manufacturing processes allow Bullard to offer a
two-year limited warranty – the longest in the
industry.

Decoration
No other manufacturer offers more decorating
flexibility and capability than Bullard. Hard hats
and caps can be decorated with company logos or
safety slogans in up to six colors in virtually any
lateral position on the shell. 
Visit edeco.bullard.com for more details.

Worker visibility can be increased with Scotchlite®

reflective stripes or small reflective strips in a
multitude of colors. Bullard offers 23 standard shell
colors and will match other colors for companies
requiring specific shades. Bullard Classic caps and
hats meet/exceed ANSI Z89.1-1997, Type I, Class E
and G requirements.
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Classic Head Protection Models
3000, 302RT, and 303TM

Models 3000 and 3000R, our most popular
Classic cap models, are among the most
adaptable hard hats available. Accessory slots
accept faceshields, hearing protection, welding
helmets, or communication devices.

Models 302RT and 302RTR offer the same
features as the 3000, and add a rain trough
around the brim to channel away rain, snow, and
condensation. These models are ideal in wet or
humid work environments.

Models 303 and 303R are preferred by wearers
who desire a full-brim hat. This style offers
more protection from harmful ultraviolet rays, as
well as from glare, moisture, and dust.
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WARNING

These hard hats provide limited protection by reducing the force of falling objects striking the top of the
shell. While they will provide limited protection in other parts of the shell, they are not designed to
provide front, side, or rear impact protection. Avoid contact of the hard hat with electrical wires.Never
alter or modify shell or suspension system. Always use Bullard replacement parts. Inspect your hard hat
shell or suspension regularly. Make it a habit to check for cracks, frayed straps, and any sign of damage
before putting on your hard hat each and every time. If you notice any sign of wear or damage, the shell
and/or suspension should be destroyed IMMEDIATELY and replaced. If the hard hat has been struck by a
forcible blow, it must be destroyed and replaced immediately, even if there is no visible damage.

Bullard products are manufactured to exacting specifications. Any alteration or modification of these
products by the user may adversely affect product performance. This data sheet is in summary form only
for easy reference. Refer to labels, instructions, and other literature accompanying the product for more
complete details regarding use, maintenance, warnings, performance capabilities, complete specifications,
and precautions. Failure to heed these warnings could result in death or serious injury.
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“It’s your life and you’re worth it” and Sportek are
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Suspension Choices for Bullard Classic Series Products
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Model 303 with 
ESRTSL Suspension
1. Vertical Adjustment
2. Nylon Crown Strap
3. Hanger Key 
4. Absorbent Brow Pad
5. Ratchet Sizing Knob
6. Goggle strap retaining slot

Bullard Classic caps and hats 
meet/exceed ANSI Z89.1-1997, 
Type 1, Class G & E requirements.

Model 3000 with 
ES-ULTRA Suspension
1. Vertical Adjustment
2. Nylon Crown Strap
3. Hanger Key 
4. Absorbent Brow Pad
5. Sizing Buckle
6. Goggle strap retaining slot

3000 6-pt pinlock classic cap
3000R 6-pt ratchet classic cap
302RT 6-pt pinlock classic cap with rain trough
302RTR 6-pt ratchet classic cap with rain trough
303 6-pt pinlock full brim hat
303R 6-pt ratchet full brim hat

Replacement Parts
ESULTRA 6-pt pinlock replacement suspension
ESRTSL 6-pt ratchet replacement suspension
TT1 Replacement Sportek brow pad for

ESULTRA suspension
TT2 Replacement Sportek brow pad for ESRTSL

suspension
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Ordering Information

For more information, call Bullard Sales Support at 800-827-0423.


